
THESIS WRITING SEMINAR
Part 2

WRITING AS MUSIC  
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Thinking about writing in terms of music 

to compose, composition

rhythm – the pattern of beats, regularity of beats, beats are recurring… including both accented and 
unaccented beats

meter – grouping of beats into regular measures, gathering of beats into groups… how music moves
through time… because of a meter, a musician knows how many beats to expect in each measure (so 
you can as a listener also clap, tap your foot, dance… can the listener/reader ‘synchronise‘ with your
music/writing?)  

tempo– the speed or pace of playing (e.g. slow, fast…)

techniques – how certain notes are to be played (e.g., smoothly and connected or sharply and 
detached…)

mood – what is the mood of a piece, how should one play/write to produce a certain mood (e.g., 
calmness or vigourousness…)

melody – a succession of tones that the listener/reader perceives as a single entity
FLOW 
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Simple meter! (four four meter, example)
a meter that does not change
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bar bar bar bar      bars with different note durations but
of the same value    

A bar is a segment of music bounded by vertical lines which holds a certain number of beats. 
What a bar is in music, a paragraph is in text. What beats are in music, sentences are in text. 
A paragraph is a segment of text bounded with a blank space or a tab (paragraphs should be clearly identifiable)
which holds a certain number of sentences.
Both bars and paragraphs should have a certain value that does not change throughout the score/text.  



Simple meter!
(four four meter)
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1 – accented beat
2-4 – unaccented beats  

Time Signatures: 4/4 – YouTube

Pay attention to the first (accented) beat

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTngBNEZmRE


Simple meter in text
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How to secure a flow of your text?

Flow is secured through careful paragraphing 
because paragraphs are the basic units of text. 

Give your text (composition) a simple meter, with 
the first accented beat (argument sentence in a 
paragraph) and stick to it throughout the thesis. 



one paragraph – one developed idea in simple meter 
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150-200 words

150-200 words

150-200 words

1

2

3

4

1 – argument sentence (accented beat)
2-4 – development, evidence, substantiation  
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one paragraph –
one developed idea
in simple meter 

one paragraph –
one developed idea
in simple meter 

1 – argument sentence (accented beat)
2-4 – development, evidence, substantiation  



one paragraph – one developed idea in simple meter 
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150-200 words

150-200 words

150-200 words

50 words

400 words

30 words
30 words

50 words

100 words

30 words
30 words

30 words
30 words

50 words

100 words

50 words

30 words
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Mixed meter (changing meter)

Stravinsky The Rite of Spring Score 
Part 4 – YouTube 
(1913)

Sacrifical Dance 

Don’t change
meter!!! ☺ 
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What kind of mood do you expect? 
How will this sound?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZtWAqc3qyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZtWAqc3qyk
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150-200 words

150-200 words

paragraph gap

Paragraph 
Transition



Paragraph Transition

assuring legato paragraphing,
smooth paragraph transitions, 
and avoiding staccato paragraphing
(paragraphs short and disconnected)

smooth, connected, with a flow, 
coherent, stable, without gaps

legato is a technique of playing/writing

‣
x

Legato and Staccato Playing - YouTube
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgJcKt92vt8


Paragraph Transition
Example
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Slur

Ask: does my page have a slur?
does my thesis have a slur?

What is keeping my paragraphs together?



Paragraphing in 
the Analysis
Example
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Analysis vs Discussion Example
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Adagio Thesis and adagio writing 
• Slow thesis (tempo) 

• Taking time, assuring concentration, flow, and stability

• To compose – composition – composure 
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Ask: How should a text look like to sound like this?

The oboe and the violin –
two intertwined voices

Think in terms of your Analysis – a voice of
argumentation and a voice of substantiation (a 
voice that gives substance)

See/hear how the strings provide the structure
mostly through pizzicato playing 
(playing a string instrument with a finger)  

Bach – Concerto for oboe & violin BWV 1060 Alicja 
Matuszczyk – oboe, Julia Iskrzycka – violin - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrIQbadXX74


Research
question 1

how come?
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Research
question 2

how come?
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Research
question 3

What is the 
purpose/meaning
of...?
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Analysis
Thematic/content analysis 
Example 

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Aspect a – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect b – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect c – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect d – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)

Aspect a – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect b – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect c – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect d – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)

Aspect a – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect b – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect c – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)
Aspect d – excerpt (evidence, substantiation)



Research Question-Analysis Connection 

You have an argument only if this connection is strong. 

Always ask: “is my analysis answering my research question?”

Example:
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Research question 

How do my interviewees 
perceive their bisexuality?

Interview guide 

Secondary sources

My empirical corpus

Primary sources
e.g. Interview transcripts 

Analysis
1. Curse
2. Blessing 
3. Potential for the future 

 sexuality
 experience  

sexuality
experience
…  



FIVE LOOKs (Gordy) 

• Look below the surface

• Look for diversity 

• Look into the past 

• Look at how people live

• Look at the research
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Methodological point 1

• own your research and be present and visible in it, not trying to 
appear as a super-knowledgeable expert, but rather as a vulnerable 
and at the same time resilient and curious explorer who is not afraid 
of his/her doubts and does not try to artificially eliminate them, but 
acknowledges them, addresses them and makes them become an 
integral part of research, an element that pushes research forward 
and opens channels of communication with others. 
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Methodological point 2

• as social scientists we need to ask ourselves who and what has been 
marginalised, what has been erased or repressed so that one 
particular interpretation of the social reality could become dominant. 
Our task is to dig deep through the social surface and to give voice to 
those people, interpretations, perspectives, visions that have been 
silenced or excluded. 
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Metholodogical point 3

• politically focused collective enterprises are parts of long-term social 
processes and, as such, they never appear in a political and social 
vacuum. 
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Methodological point 4

• It is, in principle, good to give your research a comparative dimension. 
Comparative research design produces richer and more dynamic 
knowledge. It may also prevent you from ’exoticising’ because it will 
show you that similar phenomena, similar practices exist or are 
possible in other places.  
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Methodological point 5

• Triangulate 

Triangulation – having more sources of data (not only interviews, but 
interviews, focus groups, participant observations, documents, images, 
datasets…)
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Methodological point 6

• if you are criticising something, it does not mean that you support its 
opposite! 

• it is important to avoid generalisations and essentialisations! 
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Methodological point 7

• Keep in mind that social movements are systems of tensions – people 
struggle for power within them, they are not linear or homogeneous 
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Methodological point 8

• “Standpoints of the subjugated are not innocent positions” – if 
someone lives under oppression, it does not mean they are 
necessarily good. Constructive criticism is a sign of respect!  
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Start anywhere. 

John Cage
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Methodological point 9
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Thank you!

bojan.bilic@unibo.it
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